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Lynch syndrome is the most common cause of inherited colorectal 
cancer, accounting for approximately 3% of all colorectal cancer cases 
in the United States. In 2009, an evidence-based review process con-
ducted by the independent Evaluation of Genomic Applications in 
Practice and Prevention Working Group resulted in a recommenda-
tion to offer genetic testing for Lynch syndrome to all individuals with 
newly diagnosed colorectal cancer, with the intent of reducing mor-
bidity and mortality in family members. To explore issues surround-
ing implementation of this recommendation, the Centers for Dis-
ease Control and Prevention convened a multidisciplinary working 
group meeting in September 2010. This article reviews background 
information regarding screening for Lynch syndrome and summa-
rizes existing clinical paradigms, potential implementation strategies, 
and conclusions which emerged from the meeting. It was recognized 

that widespread implementation will present substantial challenges, 
and additional data from pilot studies will be needed. However, 
 evidence of feasibility and population health benefits and the advan-
tages of considering a public health approach were acknowledged. 
Lynch syndrome can potentially serve as a model to facilitate the 
development and implementation of population-level programs for 
evidence-based genomic medicine applications involving follow-up 
testing of at-risk relatives. Such endeavors will require multilevel and 
multidisciplinary approaches building on collaborative public health 
and clinical partnerships.
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Colorectal cancer (CRC) was diagnosed in approximately 
143,000 individuals in the United States in 2007 (the most 
recent year US Cancer Statistics are available) and is the third 
most common cancer in men and women.1,2 CRC accounts 
for approximately 50,000 deaths each year and is largely pre-
ventable with recommended population screening.2,3 It is esti-
mated that approximately 3% of CRCs are attributable to the 
hereditary condition Lynch syndrome (LS)–also referred to as 
hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer.4–6 This autosomal 
 dominant genetic disorder is associated with greatly increased 
risks for developing colorectal cancer and endometrial cancer.4–8 
Standard population CRC screening guidelines fail to provide 
early detection or prevention for most LS colon cancers as they 

tend to occur at young ages.4–8 The diagnosis of LS is primarily 
based on the presence of a germline mutation in a mismatch 
repair (MMR) gene and applies to both individuals with and 
without a cancer diagnosis.7 Additional details regarding the 
clinical and genetic characteristics of this condition and testing 
strategies are provided in the “Background” section.

Prior clinical studies have demonstrated the feasibility and 
efficacy of screening all cases of newly diagnosed CRC for LS, a 
process which has been referred to as “universal screening.”5,9–12 
Furthermore, systematic evidence reviews have confirmed the 
analytic and clinical validity of available tumor screening tests 
to identify candidates for DNA analysis of the MMR genes 
associated with LS.7,8 These reviews also documented evidence 
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of adequate test uptake among both individuals with CRC and 
their relatives, high levels of adherence to recommended sur-
veillance, and minimal evidence of physical or psychological 
harms associated with testing or screening.6–8

Importantly, clinical research has found that of the 2.8% of 
subjects identified with LS by universal screening of all new 
CRCs, 50% were diagnosed over age 50 years, and 25% did not 
meet either the Amsterdam II diagnostic criteria13 or the revised 
Bethesda guidelines14 for LS.5 Thus, relying on age of diagnosis, 
family history, or tumor histology as defined by these criteria 
to determine who should undergo LS testing would miss a sub-
stantial number of affected individuals.15 Furthermore, clinical 
studies involving tumor screening of unselected endometrial 
cancers—the second most common malignancy associated 
with LS—have found a similar frequency (2.5%) of affected 
cases, many also not meeting age or family history criteria.16,17

In 2009, the Evaluation of Genomic Applications in Practice 
and Prevention (EGAPP) Working Group (EWG) issued a rec-
ommendation regarding testing for LS in individuals with newly 
diagnosed CRC.6 The EWG is an independent, nonfederal panel 
involving multidisciplinary experts that uses a systematic evi-
dence-based process for assessing the analytic validity, clinical 
validity, and clinical utility of genetic tests and other applications 
of genomic technology.18–20 Based on systematic reviews of the 
literature,7,8 the EWG determined that there is “sufficient evidence 
to recommend offering genetic testing for Lynch syndrome to 
individuals with newly diagnosed colorectal cancer in order to 
reduce morbidity and mortality in their relatives.”6 In addition, 
the EWG concluded that “there is moderate certainty that such 
a testing strategy would provide moderate population benefit.”6 
The EWG did not directly address implementation issues nor 
did they find sufficient evidence to recommend a specific testing 
strategy among the four examined. However, a subsequent anal-
ysis suggested that tumor immunohistochemistry (IHC) for the 
MMR gene-protein products, followed by testing of the tumor 
for the V600E mutation in the BRAF gene (BRAF testing), is the 
most cost-effective approach.10

Given the EWG recommendation and the evidence for poten-
tial population health benefits of screening for LS in all individu-
als with newly diagnosed CRC (hereafter referred to as universal 
LS screening), the following Department of Health and Human 
Services Healthy People objective was submitted in 2009 by the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Office of 
Public Health Genomics (OPHG) and adopted as a 2020 devel-
opmental objective: “Increase the proportion of  persons with 
newly diagnosed colorectal cancer who receive genetic testing 
to identify Lynch syndrome.”21 This objective is related to an 
overarching OPHG goal of reducing morbidity and mortality 
associated with LS in the United States through  implementation 
of population-level genetic screening of new CRC cases and 
follow-up genetic testing of the relatives of patients with CRC 
found to carry a LS mutation (cascade testing).

To begin to construct the framework toward achieving this 
goal, OPHG convened a multidisciplinary meeting of clinical and 
public health experts, representing a variety of related specialties 

and organizations. The primary intent of this  meeting was to 
explore possible approaches to population-level implementa-
tion of universal LS screening from the perspective of a public 
health/clinical partnership. Meeting  participants included non-
genetic physicians ( gastroenterologists,  surgeons, and  family 
practitioners), genetics professionals ( clinical  geneticists, 
genetic counselors, and laboratory geneticists), epidemiologists 
and physicians from the CDC’s Division of Cancer Prevention 
and Control and the National Cancer Institute, and state level 
public health genetics professionals. The participants were pro-
vided with several relevant publications before the meeting, 
including the EWG recommendation and associated evidence 
reviews.6–8

The meeting sought to address the context of the environ-
ment in which the EWG recommendation can be implemented, 
with consideration of existing clinical paradigms and standards 
of care. The specific meeting objectives were to consider:

1. The opportunities and challenges surrounding imple-
mentation of the EWG recommendation regarding LS.

2. Strategies, tools, and infrastructure needed for implemen-
tation of universal LS screening and cascade testing on a 
national level.

3. Possible complementary approaches to maximize 
the identification of all individuals with LS in the US 
population.

This article provides background information relevant to 
understanding universal LS screening, summarizes the key dis-
cussion points of the meeting, and outlines multidisciplinary 
and multilevel strategies and approaches that were suggested 
to facilitate development of a population-level implementation 
protocol.

BAcKGROUnd
Ls fundamentals
LS is primarily caused by dominantly inherited mutations in 
the DNA MMR genes MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, and PMS2. It is 
characterized by a substantially increased risk for CRC (life-
time risk: 54–74% males and 30–52% females) with a mean 
age of onset ranging from 42 to 61.7,8,22–26 Additionally, females 
with LS have a 28–60% lifetime risk for endometrial cancer.23–25 
LS is also associated with modest increased risks (generally 
10% by age 70 years) for other cancers, among them gastric, 
ovarian, small bowel, urinary tract, pancreatic, and seba-
ceous gland tumors.27,28 It should be noted that cancer risks 
and age of onset vary dependent on which gene is involved, 
with lower risks and later age of onset noted for individuals 
with MSH6 and PMS2 mutations.26,29 Intensive cancer surveil-
lance, including early initiation and frequent follow-up with 
colonoscopy, has been shown to reduce CRC incidence and 
related mortality in individuals with LS.6,30–34 Furthermore, 
evidence supports the efficacy of risk-reducing hysterectomy 
and salpingoophorectomy, and guidelines suggest offering 
this surgery as an option for women with LS.35–37 Current CRC 
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screening recommendations include colonoscopy every 1–2 
years beginning at age 20–25 years.36–38 Annual transvaginal 
ultrasound of the uterus and ovaries and endometrial sam-
pling are also recommended, although  efficacy remains to 
be documented as does the utility of screening for other LS 
cancers.6,36–39

Genetic evaluation for Ls
Preliminary screening for LS can be performed on 
 paraffin-embedded CRC tumor tissue, before pursuing more 
costly and complicated germline DNA mutation analysis for 
diagnostic purposes. Two types of tumor screening for LS are 
available: microsatellite instability (MSI) testing and IHC. It is 
estimated that up to 90–95% of LS tumors will exhibit high MSI 
in contrast to 10–20% of sporadic CRCs.7,40,41 However, lower 
levels of sensitivity are noted with use of fewer  microsatellite 
markers (80–84%) and when germline MSH6 mutations are 
involved (77%).7 IHC can be used to determine expression 
of the MMR proteins MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, and PMS2 in 
the tumor tissue, with an estimated sensitivity of 83% (95% 
confidence interval: 75–89%) reported.7 In general, absence 
of protein expression is suggestive of a germline mutation 
in the related LS gene, allowing for targeted DNA mutation 
analysis. Specificity for both MSI and IHC is close to 90%.7 
However, additional tumor testing (BRAF) is suggested if loss 
of MLH1 expression is found on IHC, as this occurs in 75% of 
cases as a result of somatic promoter hypermethlyation.7,42,43 
In addition, there are other less common genetic explanations 
for loss of MLH1 or MSH2 expression without evidence of an 
associated MMR germline mutation.44,45 Because of this, if no 
MMR mutation is found, additional genetic testing may be 
warranted if early age of onset, multiple primary tumors, or a 
strong family history is present.

Preliminary screening with MSI and IHC provides con-
cordant results in >94% of cases, although each method has 
its advantages and disadvantages.7,46 When tumor screening 
results are positive, DNA sequencing and deletion/duplication 
analysis of the indicated MMR gene(s) can be pursued, which 
will  identify more than 90% of LS disease-causing mutations. 
Once a LS mutation is identified, at-risk relatives can be tested 
for the specific mutation in the family relatively inexpensively 
and with essentially 100% accuracy—an approach known as 
cascade testing or family tracing. Because LS is an autosomal 
dominant disorder, on average 50% of first-degree relatives will 
also be affected. Therefore, it is highly advantageous to sys-
tematically identify and test biologic relatives of people with 
LS by following a mutation through a family, testing those at 
50% risk, and then, if positive, testing their children and other 
 at-risk family members before symptoms would typically begin 
to appear. Those who do not carry the familial mutation are 
generally considered at average risk for CRC and other LS 
 cancers and can typically undergo CRC screening according 
to standard population guidelines. In contrast, individuals who 
are mutation positive require intensive surveillance, which 
 typically involves colonoscopy every 1–2 years beginning at age 

25 years, and screening for extracolonic cancers and the option 
of preventive surgery.36

Potential population health impact
If LS genetic screening was routinely performed on all cases of 
CRC in the United States, approximately 4,200 affected individ-
uals would be identified each year (Figure 1). Assuming each 
individual identified with LS has four first-degree relatives with 
a 50% probability of inheriting the condition and eight second-
degree relatives with a 25% probability, a total of 16,800 addi-
tional individuals with LS would be identified if all underwent 
evaluation for the familial mutation using a cascade testing 
approach. Based on conservative penetrance estimates, approx-
imately half of these individuals (~8,400 cases) would develop 
CRC over the course of their lifetimes. Prospective studies of 
colonoscopic surveillance at 1–3-year intervals in individuals 
with LS have demonstrated a reduction in CRC incidence of 
59–62%, indicating approximately 5,000 of these cancers would 
be prevented.31,32,47

Screening for LS on all newly diagnosed endometrial can-
cers (~42,000 new cases/year) would be expected to identify 
approximately 1,000 individuals with LS and 4,000 affected rel-
atives, resulting in the potential to prevent an additional 1,500 
CRC cases. Although LS screening of individuals with newly 

Figure 1 Potential population health impact of universal screening 
for Lynch syndrome. CRC, colorectal cancer; EC, endometrial cancer; LS, 
Lynch syndrome.
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diagnosed endometrial cancer was not evaluated by the EWG, 
it is considered a logical next step based on available data and 
clinical application is already occurring.16

Although the aforementioned example is hypothetical and 
implies a best-case scenario, these figures illustrate that pilot-
ing implementation of universal LS screening on a population 
level is worth pursuing. This is supported by the EWG con-
clusion that benefits of testing for LS outweigh harms and the 
recent analysis which found universal LS screening to be highly 
cost-effective, even when more conservative uptake rates were 
applied.6,10

existing application of routine genetic screening for Ls
Several medical facilities across the country have existing proto-
cols for routine LS genetic screening on newly diagnosed CRCs. 
Although no published statistics are available, a recent survey 
conducted on the National Society of Genetic Counselors can-
cer listserv reported that at least 30 centers/institutions are per-
forming routine universal screening for LS, and several others 
are screening based on a specific criteria (e.g., age of diagnosis 
<50 years) (unpublished data). Some of these centers are also 
screening for LS on all or age subsets of newly diagnosed endo-
metrial cancer cases. The protocols use various combinations of 
preliminary tumor testing (e.g., MSI only, IHC only, MSI and 
IHC, and IHC with BRAF) and differ with respect to consent 
and follow-up procedures.36 Systematic evaluation of these pro-
tocols and their effectiveness is needed to inform development 
of a population-level approach for universal LS screening, as 
existing data are limited. Notably, the one article published to 
date regarding clinical implementation of universal LS screen-
ing found lower uptake rates compared with those reported in 
research settings.48

Arguments against implementation of universal  
Ls screening
It should be acknowledged that there have been arguments 
against the concept of universal LS screening. Hall49 contends 
that many aspects of the patient-level and social implications 
of adopting testing of all newly diagnosed CRC cases have not 
been adequately addressed. In addition to issues of access and 
cost associated with genetic counseling and testing, he noted the 
psychosocial burden to patients and families, limited  societal 
benefit if there is poor uptake of testing and compliance with 
CRC screening, gaps in clinical resources and expertise, and 
the need to collect data regarding feasibility and  effectiveness 
in real-world settings. Of these issues, lack of primary care 
 provider knowledge and clinical expertise represents perhaps 
the most significant barriers to successful implementation of 
universal LS screening.

Peres11 interviewed clinicians from several institutions who 
noted difficulties with protocol logistics, concern that family 
history—already a challenge—would “fall by the wayside,” and 
the experience that many patients would “rather not know,” 
highlighting the need for at minimum, provision of infor-
mation, and an “opt out” process rather than routine testing 

without patient knowledge. Ethical considerations regarding 
the level of consent required to perform LS screening on CRC 
tumors were recently addressed by Chubak et al.50 They sug-
gested that although explicit informed consent should not be 
considered necessary for MSI testing, the issue is less certain 
for IHC  testing given it can reveal specific genetic informa-
tion regarding LS. They recommend further empirical study in 
this regard but emphasize that patients should be told results of 
both MSI and IHC screening, whether positive or negative.

In addition, there are issues regarding testing  methodology 
which need to be addressed before a single universal LS  screening 
protocol is promoted. For example, although preliminary tumor 
screening with IHC and BRAF has been suggested as the most 
cost-effective approach, this is likely related to improved speci-
ficity, rather than sensitivity. Furthermore, IHC scoring seems 
to show wide variability (kappa range: 0.49–0.79),  suggesting 
that the diagnostic accuracy of  current methods may be unac-
ceptably low in some settings.51 Interpretation of the existing 
literature regarding the sensitivity and specificity of various 
tumor testing strategies is also confounded by incomplete test-
ing of all four MMR genes and reports of ethnic variation.52 
Further work is necessary to determine whether the limitations 
of IHC alone warrant performing both MSI and IHC or if these 
issues can be resolved by using centralized laboratories.

Finally, it is possible that the estimates of benefit in terms 
of reducing morbidity and mortality may not hold true for 
 mutation- positive family members of LS cases detected 
through universal screening. Similar to the ascertainment 
bias which led to very high initial estimates of cancer risk in 
BRCA1/2 mutation carriers, the cancer penetrance and pre-
vention rates typically quoted for LS are derived primarily 
from families identified due to multiple affected individuals 
and/or early age of onset.22,23,26,53 In addition, many studies have 
not included MSH6 and PMS2 mutation carriers, which are 
estimated to have lower penetrance and later age of onset for 
certain LS cancers compared with individuals with MLH1 or 
MSH2 mutations.26,29,54 The finding that many unselected CRC 
cases identified with LS do not fit classic diagnostic criteria 
raises the possibility that penetrance in these families may be 
lower and age of onset later, potentially resulting in a higher 
cost-benefit ratio if existing cancer screening protocols are 
applied. Hence, implementing universal LS screening should 
be accompanied by systematic collection of additional data to 
further assess clinical utility specifically in this context.

meetinG sUmmARY
Following an introductory session and initial discussions, 
those meeting participants who had existing universal LS 
screening protocols or protocols in development shared their 
experiences, successes, and challenges, two of which are high-
lighted in this article. The Ohio State University (OSU) was 
one of the first centers to demonstrate the feasibility of screen-
ing all newly diagnosed CRC cases on both a research and a 
clinical basis, and their data provided part of the evidence for 
the EWG recommendation. The OSU current tumor testing 
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protocol, which evolved from their previous research proto-
cols, is illustrated in Figure 2. Importantly, they found that the 
addition of BRAF mutation analysis substantially reduced the 
IHC  screen-positive rate (8–10% vs. 20%) (unpublished data, 
used with  permission). However, uptake of counseling and test-
ing among individuals with positive tumor screens has been 
much lower with clinical implementation than the high levels 
observed in their research studies, where follow-up counseling 
and testing were free and travel was not required.9,48 Of 34 indi-
viduals deemed appropriate for genetic consultation—out of 
270 who underwent screening in the first 2 years of the clinical 
program—only seven completed the testing process.48

The clinical protocol followed by the Huntsman Cancer 
Institute is illustrated in Figure 3. To reduce the number of 
individuals who are “lost to follow up” and to improve test-
ing uptake rates, their protocol automatically includes genetic 
counseling at the time of the postoperative appointment in 
patients whose tumor screens are positive. Their protocol cur-
rently excludes rectal cancers and colon cancers where surgery 
was not performed at their institute.

identified successes and challenges
Multiple successes and challenges (both observed and poten-
tial) associated with the implementation of universal LS genetic 

screening and cascade testing of relatives were presented and 
discussed during the meeting. Table 1 provides a full list of 
these, whereas the most prominent themes which emerged in 
each category are highlighted below.

Successes:

1. Demonstrated effectiveness of LS screening on all newly 
diagnosed CRC cases versus relying solely on personal 
and/or family history.

2. Reduction in the number of cases requiring follow-up 
through the use of BRAF analysis.

Challenges:

1. Lack of provider knowledge of LS and testing issues.
2. Identification of the clinician with primary responsibility 

for reporting and following up on tumor screening results 
(e.g., pathologist, gastroenterologist, surgeon, genetic 
counselor, and oncologist) and coordination between 
specialists and primary care providers.

3. Design of effective strategies to ensure at-risk relatives 
of mutation-positive patients are identified and offered 
genetic counseling and testing.

Figure 2 the Ohio state University—clinical Lynch syndrome screening strategy: follow-up of iHc testing on all colorectal cancers. IHC, 
immunohistochemistry; MSI, microsatellite instability. aReferral to genetic counseling if warranted by clinical or family history.
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toward a public health approach to universal genetic 
screening for Ls
Although there have been some individual institutional suc-
cesses in implementing universal LS screening, for a  population 
 benefit to be realized, a broader coordinated approach is needed. 
Exploring challenges and successes involved in state newborn 
screening programs and population-level carrier screening for 
single gene conditions such as sickle cell disease and Tay Sachs 
disease will provide valuable information in this regard. Central 
to these is the need to ensure adequate education and  training 
of all involved. In particular, those at the policy level will need 
to be convinced that as with newborn screening, although 
only a small percentage of individuals are actually found to 
be affected, the impact of the diagnosis on health outcomes is 

profound, particularly as it applies to the multiple family mem-
bers likely to be at risk for LS.

As with carrier and newborn screening programs, developing 
implementation protocols for universal LS screening will require 
significant collaborations between healthcare systems and pub-
lic health agencies, with strategies and interventions targeted at 
multiple levels across the healthcare continuum. A framework 
for consideration of a multilevel approach is that of Taplin.55,56 
This framework places the individual patient at the core, 
 surrounded by concentric layers of key healthcare influences 
building on each other: family and social supports, the provider/
healthcare team, the organization/practice setting, the local com-
munity environment, the state health policy environment, and 
the national health policy environment. Similarly, as outlined by 

Figure 3 Huntsman cancer institute—routine testing strategy for Lynch syndrome. IHC, immunohistochemistry. aPatients usually seen during surgical 
follow-up appointment.
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Khoury,57 successful implementation and dissemination of evi-
dence-based genomic medicine will require conscious consider-
ation and integration of multiple components, including clinical 
and laboratory perspectives; behavioral, social, and communi-
cation factors; healthcare organizations; public health system 
 perspectives; and policy, oversight, and regulatory frameworks.

To begin conceptualizing a multilayered approach toward 
universal LS screening on a population level, meeting partici-
pants considered the framework described earlier and worked 
in small groups to identify (1) the primary “layers” of impor-
tance; (2) who should be targeted in each layer—including what 
do they need and how do we reach them; (3) mechanisms to 
integrate the layers; and (4) ways to monitor uptake and out-
comes of implementation. Both divergent and common themes 
were identified as part of this activity and are reviewed in the 
following paragraphs.

Considering an “outside-in” approach, one proposal was 
to convene national-level (e.g., National Institutes of Health) 
conferences to build consensus on (1) practical issues such 
as conveying test results to patients and family members; (2) 
development of standards and guidelines for pathology reports 
requiring inclusion of MSI/IHC results; (3) reviewing and revis-
ing practice recommendations through involvement of profes-
sional societies; and (4) identifying and addressing inadequa-
cies in policy, facilities, and the workforce. State agencies could 
require LS test results to be included in tumor registries as a 
means of monitoring implementation. Genetic workforce issues 
could potentially be addressed at the state level by supporting a 
few regional genetic counselors to provide test follow-up. Buy in 
from payers is considered critical and could be  spearheaded by 
the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services to cover not just 
the tumor screening, but follow-up genetic consultation, test-
ing, and surveillance for individuals found to have LS and their 

at-risk family members. Involvement of hospital/medical group 
practices, primary care providers, and multiple provider special-
ties (e.g., pathology, gastroenterology, surgery, and genetics) will 
be essential to inform and support development of guidelines by 
national organizations, agencies, and professional societies.

Another focus was “multi-level education,” ensuring entities 
at all layers—patients, family members, healthcare providers, 
public and private health systems, policy makers—are operating 
from the same understanding of the rationale for universal LS 
screening, the importance of genetic counseling and diagnostic 
testing for individuals whose tumor screens are positive, and the 
need to follow through with identification of at-risk family mem-
bers and ensure appropriate surveillance of mutation- positive 
individuals. Public health entities can contribute on a state and 
national level by providing fact sheets and  toll-free numbers for 
individuals and families, as well as centralized access to infor-
mation for providers and payers. Professional guidelines, elec-
tronic medical record reminders, and clinical decision support 
tools could be used to enhance provider education and facilitate 
practice change. Providers will need access to an information 
technology infrastructure to facilitate this knowledge transfer, 
as they will be essential to educating individual patients and 
their family members. Creation of regionalized guidelines for 
healthcare systems, a national registry providing a network to 
connect families and providers, and ensuring compliance and 
quality assurance through tumor registries and central pathol-
ogy groups were additional solutions offered to facilitate inte-
gration and monitoring. In particular, requiring LS tumor 
 screening results to be included on all CRC pathology reports 
would allow for compliance to be monitored through the tumor 
registry system and provide an avenue to identify patients where 
appropriate follow-up needs to be confirmed. However, the time 
lapse between pathologic diagnosis and inclusion in the tumor 

table 1 Challenges and successes of Lynch syndrome universal screening protocols

challenges/barriers successes/opportunities

Lack of provider knowledge of Lynch syndrome and testing issuesa Possible to make tumor screening standard through pathology 
laboratories/laboratory reportsa

Screening limitations (e.g., IHC accuracy)a Increased sensitivity compared with family history criteriab

Question of need for informed consent for tumor testinga Use of IHC with BRAF—≥50% reduction in false positivesb

Communication of screening results—lag timeb IHC-proven equivalent of MSIb

IHC results affected by neoadjuvant chemotherapy—need to perform on 
rectal cancer biopsiesb

Tumor screening for Lynch syndrome feasible and accurate on endometrial 
cancersb

Availability of genetic services for screen-positive individualsa Automatic genetic counseling for screen-positive patients at postoperative 
appointmentb

Cost and insurance coverage—screening, genetic counseling, and 
mutation analysisa

Centralized/regionalized laboratories and counseling servicesa

Patient and provider compliance—follow-up genetic counseling/testing,b 
recommended surveillancea

Dedicated personnel as advocates (genetics, GI, pathology, and surgery)a

Informing relatives—who is responsible?a IT involvement—EMR, decision support, and trackinga

Psychosocial impact on patient and familya Clinician education by grand rounds and tumor boardsb

Infrastructure needsa Support from administration for “personalized medicine” initiativesb

EMR, electronic medical records; GI, gastroenterology; IHC, immunohistochemistry; IT, information technology; MSI, microsatellite instability.
aDiscussed by participants as potential items. bObserved by participant(s) with existing programs. 
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registry and issues of patient confidentiality may limit what can 
be achieved through this method.

A third major approach concentrated on using the  concepts 
and processes involved in newborn screening as a model for 
implementing universal LS screening on a population level. 
The original conceptualization of this idea is  attributed to Heather 
Hampel and Albert de la Chapelle of the OSU (personal com-
munication). National and/or state policy  recommendations for 
universal LS screening would be needed, along with the creation 
of centralized state or regional  laboratories. Individual pathol-
ogy laboratories would be required to send a core of every CRC 
tumor specimen to the central laboratory, which would be set 
up to perform IHC on  multiple samples simultaneously using 
tissue microarray  technology. This should reduce cost and read-
ing time per  specimen and help to mitigate concerns regarding 
variability of IHC  testing. A reliable reporting system would be 
essential, preferably by electronic medical record, as would the 
monitoring of  appropriate follow-up. Results could be linked 
to state cancer registries as a check/balance to ensure the sys-
tem is working. State level genetics professionals could be des-
ignated to facilitate follow-up counseling and testing of patients 
with positive tumor screens, particularly for systems where 
there is no easy access to genetic services. These professionals 
could network with their counterparts in other states to coor-
dinate communication and follow-up with family members. 
Integration of the layers could be facilitated by providing incen-
tives tied to outcomes both for the individual practitioners and 
for healthcare systems. These activities could also help improve 
understanding of CRC disparities in the US population.

Additional common themes and considerations emerged 
from the meeting discussions. It was recognized that patholo-
gists and their related national organizations (e.g., the College 
of American Pathologists and the Association for Molecular 
Pathology) will be critical to the process of  universal LS screen-
ing. Parallel to this will be the need for centralized/regional 
laboratories that will address issues of standardization of results 
and reporting, as well as quality control. Participants in general 
believed that the evidence is also compelling to consider uni-
versal genetic screening for LS in all cases of newly diagnosed 
endometrial cancer and that adding this and other Lynch-
specific cancers (e.g., sebaceous gland tumors) once protocols 
are in place for CRC should be relatively straightforward.

It was acknowledged that recognizing and emphasiz-
ing the direct benefit to the patient with CRC diagnosed 
with LS will assist in addressing challenges associated 
with informed  consent and insurance coverage. Although 
the EWG  concluded at the time of their publication that 
insufficient evidence existed to alter treatment of LS-related 
CRCs, two systematic reviews have reported a potential 
adjuvant treatment impact of knowing the MSI status of 
CRC.58,59 Specifically, MSI-H colon cancers have shown a 
 better prognosis and differential response to chemotherapy—
particularly reduced efficacy of 5-fluorouracil.58,59 A recent 
retrospective cohort analysis also demonstrated a substan-
tially lower risk for metachronous CRC in individuals with 

LS undergoing extensive versus segmental colon resection.60 
In addition, the increased risk for developing second primary 
tumors (metachronous CRC and other cancers) will impact 
the screening and management of patients with CRC who are 
found to have LS. For  example, standard practice after CRC 
diagnosis and  treatment is to repeat colonoscopy at 1-year, 
then 3-year, and subsequently at 5-year intervals, assuming 
no abnormalities are noted.61 In contrast, ongoing colonos-
copy every 1–2 years is  standard of care for individuals with 
a LS-related CRC.6,36–38,62 Furthermore, screening with trans-
vaginal ultrasound/endometrial biopsy and consideration of 
risk-reducing hysterectomy and oophorectomy are recom-
mended for women with LS and a previous CRC.36–38,62

It was also noted that in accordance with the EWG recommen-
dation, although family history should not be used to exclude 
individuals with newly diagnosed CRC from LS screening, it 
remains a valuable and important tool to identify unaffected 
individuals in the general population who may benefit from 
genetic evaluation for hereditary CRC. Thus, education of con-
sumers and providers regarding the importance of family history 
and features suggestive of LS should continue to be encouraged. 
With increasing focus on the patient-centered medical home 
model, primary care providers will play an increasing role in 
identifying persons at high risk and referring patients for genetic 
counseling and predictive genetic testing.48 However, attempting 
to initiate a complementary and concurrent universal screening 
approach to identify healthy individuals at risk for LS based on 
family history was not considered feasible at this time.

The particular challenges of implementing universal LS 
genetic screening within the fragmented US healthcare system 
were discussed, including the need to enhance recognition of 
and avenues for addressing familial implications of the disease; 
dealing with the complexities of different insurance plans and 
limited avenues for reimbursement; and ensuring testing and 
surveillance of individuals identified with LS who may not 
have a primary care provider. Such issues as these may be most 
effectively addressed by public health entities partnering with 
those involved in clinical care, as well as with payers and policy 
makers. Using existing cancer registries and public health sur-
veillance protocols could be one potential way to address some 
of these integration challenges.

Finally, it was recognized that working toward national 
implementation of screening for LS on all newly  diagnosed 
CRC cases will require pilot studies and  demonstration  projects 
on a smaller scale, involving various types of healthcare sys-
tems and different state or regional platforms. Prospective data 
collection and comparative effectiveness research should be 
used to evaluate the benefits and  limitations of implementing 
a newborn screening-like approach to  universal LS screening 
in contrast to other potential or existing service delivery mod-
els. Further research on “real-world” clinical implementation 
is needed to collect additional data regarding uptake of genetic 
counseling and molecular testing of screen-positive patients, as 
well as the initiation of cascade testing and appropriate cancer 
surveillance in relatives of those individuals identified with LS. 
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Such data will be critical to justify the cost and infrastructure 
requirements associated with initiating universal LS screening 
on a national level. It was further noted that in this era of lim-
ited resources, careful consideration of the appropriateness of 
using public health dollars toward population-level universal 
LS screening is warranted.

meeting conclusions and recommendations
The following seven points summarize the key conclusions and 
recommendations that emerged from the meeting:

1. Genetic screening of all newly diagnosed CRC cases for LS 
(universal LS screening) can theoretically result in popula-
tion health benefits, and feasibility has been demonstrated 
in research and clinical settings.

2. Using a public health approach strongly integrated with 
all aspects of clinical care may provide the greatest oppor-
tunity for successful implementation on a regional or 
national scale.

3. There are several challenges and barriers to implementa-
tion of universal LS screening that need to be evaluated 
and addressed before consideration of large-scale efforts 
at the state, regional, or national level.

4. Education of clinicians, patients, families, healthcare sys-
tem administrators, payers, and state and national public 
health entities and policy makers will be critical to any 
national effort.

5. National level conferences should be convened to allow 
further dialog among key organizations, groups, and indi-
viduals regarding development of protocols, policies, and 
guidelines addressing universal LS screening on a state 
and/or national level.

6. Serious consideration should be given to the paradigm of 
newborn screening as a model for implementing univer-
sal LS screening on a national level.

7. Carefully constructed pilot implementation projects and 
“real-world” studies are needed to demonstrate effective-
ness and provide additional evidence of the feasibility and 
utility of population-level universal LS screening.

sUmmARY
Despite the explosion over the past decade in the number and 
availability of genetic tests for a variety of human conditions 
and diseases, there have been no significant efforts on a national 
level to facilitate widespread genetic screening to prevent adult 
onset conditions in relatives of affected individuals using a pub-
lic health model. In particular, although newborn screening 
protocols, which have existed in some form since the late 1960s, 
have continued to add rare genetic diseases to their panels, uni-
versal genetic screening for other health conditions at differ-
ent life stages has not been attempted. LS in many respects may 
be the ideal genetic condition to launch this new era in public 
health genomics. This is because the condition—although rare 
in the general population—accounts for 2–3% of both CRC 
and endometrial cancers; relatively inexpensive and accurate 

preliminary screening of tumor tissue is available; sensitive and 
specific molecular genetic testing can facilitate identification of 
mutation-positive individuals and allow for cascade testing in 
relatives; identification of the mutation status of family mem-
bers can reduce morbidity and mortality by initiating appropri-
ate cancer screening for those at risk and avoiding unnecessary 
and costly screening of those who are mutation negative; and 
evidence exists of the potential impact of the diagnosis of LS on 
treatment, subsequent management, and surveillance for addi-
tional cancers in individuals with CRC.

At the same time, there are many questions which need to 
be answered before the EWG recommendation regarding uni-
versal LS screening can be implemented on a state, regional, or 
nationwide population level. Central to these issues is the need to 
educate consumers, providers, healthcare system administrators, 
payers, public health agencies, and state/federal policy makers 
regarding LS and its familial implications. There is a need for pilot 
population studies to gather more data, including but not limited 
to demonstration of the following: high levels of compliance with 
tumor tissue screening across multiple institutions; success of 
protocols designed to ensure accurate and timely reporting and 
follow-up of positive tumor results; reasonable levels of genetic 
counseling/testing uptake by patients with CRC with a positive 
tumor screen and family members of mutation-positive individ-
uals; compliance with recommended cancer screening protocols 
and management; benefit to both the patient and family mem-
bers; and minimal evidence of psychosocial and societal harm. 
Although many of the aforementioned issues have been demon-
strated in high-risk clinic and research settings, clinical applica-
tion on a wide-spread population level requires more study in 
these areas. These data will be essential to justify the expenditure 
on infrastructure that will be required to make population-level 
universal screening for LS a reality. It is only through multidisci-
plinary, multistakeholder involvement and cooperation—ideally 
facilitated though clinical/public health partnerships—that such 
accomplishments will be attainable.
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